
Analyst/Analyst Team of the Year

Awarded to the individual analyst/team of analysts who best showcase their skills in turning complex datasets into an interactive, 
engaging report that tells the story within the data

About the Analyst Team of the Year and Analyst of the Year Competitions

The analyst awards are a popular way for members to 
demonstrate their expertise without having to extract or 
export their in-house dashboards with the commensurate 
confidentiality issues.

Because everyone works with the same data sets, we start with 
a level playing field. Entrants can use any software they like to 
deliver the end result as long as the judges don’t have to buy a 
licence to view it.

In the judging, submitted reports are marked on accuracy, 
clarity and ease of use. Contenders need to tell a good story 
and, also deliver a bit of a ‘wow!’ factor that draws the user in 
and encourages them to explore the information.

This year the brief for both the individual analysts and the 
teams centred around the global COVID-19 pandemic.

The judges were looking for an analysis of a complex set 
of global Covid-19 data, to illustrate the key issues around 
the global pandemic, delivered as an interactive dashboard, 
spreadsheet or an infographic.

For the team award, a higher level of complexity is expected, 
to reflect the teams’ additional resources. So the teams also 
received a separate UK dataset, and were required to compare 
and contrast the global data with the UK data. 

The BHBIA are very grateful to the organising and judging 
team, who put in many hours of hard work to design and assess 
the tasks, to ensure that this competition was a success.
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“OPEN Health Evidence & Access is proud to sponsor the ‘Analyst Team of the Year’ Award. OPEN 
Health supports its clients in delivering value and evidence, through data informatics and analytics, so 
we are proud to recognise those who strive to gain insights which improve outcomes for patients and 
healthcare.”

“The ability to take different sets of data, blend them together and create an informative, meaningful 
and action-oriented report is crucial for today’s analyst. It’s something we specialise in at 14 Four 
Analytics and so we are proud to sponsor this award as a way to recognise those individual analysts 
who are both skilled at data handling and able to make full use of their chosen reporting tool(s) to 
generate insight and information.”
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Highly Commended Entries:

Stephen Potts
Purdie Pascoe

Paolo Gambetti
Purdie Pascoe

Seb Newton
Purdie Pascoe

Gary Bennett
The Stats People 

Gabija Puidokiene
The Stats People

Sarah Venables
The Stats People

Purdie Pascoe and The Stats People

Erfan Akbraian
Partners4Access B.V.

Nadia Al Lahiq
Partners4Access B.V.  

Andrea Bernardini
Partners4Access B.V.

Ciaran Cassidy
Partners4Access B.V. 

Richard Wang
Partners4Access B.V.

Partners4Access B.V.

Zoe Clark
Research Partnership

Josh Nicholls 
Research Partnership

Anna Evison
Research Partnership

Zahrah Malik
Research Partnership

Helen Ansell
Research Partnership

Jenny Redfearn
Research Partnership

Research Partnership

Supporting team:
Amanda Brent,  
Research Partnership

Kate Stevens  
KES Consultancy

KES Consultancy 
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Supporting team:
Marianne Purdie,  
Purdie Pascoe
Martha Vakalopoulou,  
Purdie Pascoe
Arveen Jumani,  
Purdie Pascoe

Supporting team:
Owen Bryant,  
Partners4Access B.V.


